
825B107BP-AK
Smart/HART pressure transmitter

applied solutions for the application

Features

Measured pressure:               gauge, absolute and negative

Power supply:                                                          12÷45Vdc

Accuracy:

with silicon sensor A1 standard :                          0,2/,0,5%

 with silicon sensor A2 ultrastable:                         0,1/0,2%

 with silicon sensor A3  flat membrane :                0,2/,0,5%

 with silicon sensor  A4 anti-corrosive:                 0,2/,0,5%

 with ceramic sensor C0:                                         0,2/0,5%

 with metal- ceramic sensor C1:                          0,075/0,1%

Communication protocol:                                                HART

Zero and span calibration :           by on board push-buttons

Data visualisation:            backlighted alphanumeric display

Memory:                                                                    EEPROM

Housing mechanical protection:                                         IP67

  General

P-AK is an intelligent pressure transmitter, which has a long term stability and accuracy due to its automatic measure

compensation system, related to working temperature modification.

It can be used in different applications: steel, pharmaceutical, food industries.

The insulating diaphragm transmits the process pressure to the sensing membrane placed in the middle of the sensor,

which is bended proportionally to the applied pressure. The bending is converted into an analogic 4÷20mA signal.

There are 3 different sensor types:

- Silicon sensors (A)

- Ceramic sensors (C0)

- Metal ceramic sensors (C1)

P-AK

Smart/HART pressure transmitter

2-wire digital system
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P-AK - Working principle

1.1 AK series transmitter working principle and structure

The trasmitter is composed by a sensor and an electronic circuit. The pressure of the measured medium acts

directly onto the sensor diaphragm and makes it generate a tiny shift which is transmitted to the opposite side of the

sensor. At normal working status, this shift is no more than 0.025mm. After being detected by electronic circuit, it is

converted into an analogic signal (4÷20mA). In case of overpressure on the diaphragm, the displacement does not

exceed 0.1mm (distance between the diaphragm and the solid stratum). The high performance of the industrial

ceramic guarantees infact excellent overloading and anti-shock resistance.

Fig.1-1

Fig.1-2

1. Working principle

1.2 Ceramic sensors  (C0)

In this section is described the basic working principle of the P-AK smart differential pressure transmitter. The block

diagram (fig.1-2) shows how the instrument works.
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P-AK - Working principle

Fig.1-3

1.4  Metal ceramic sensor  (C1)

This section describes the basic functions of the P-AK pressure transmitter. Il block-diagram shows all the operations

and their relations (fig 1-4)

The key element of the P-AK is the  δδδδδ-cell (C1), shown in fig.15.

1.3  Silicon sensor (A)

The Wheatstone bridge is located on the sensor’s pressure sensing surface. When the pressure increases the

resistance values will change. The different values are measured by the electronic circuit, are amplified and

converted into a 4÷20mA standard signal (fig.1-3).

Fig.1-4

Fig.1-5

The process pressure is transmitted through the Isolating diaphram  and the Oil fill to the Sensing diaphram,

placed in the middle of the δδδδδ-cell sensor. In the same way the reference pressure is transmitted to the opposite side of

the Sensing diaphram, which is bended proportionally to the applied pressures. The bending of the Sensing

diaphram produces a capacity difference (∆∆∆∆∆C) between the condensers, which are composed by the same Sensing

diaphram and by two Capacitor plates. The capacity difference ∆∆∆∆∆C produced by the  δδδδδ-cell sensor, guided by a

32KHz and 20Vp-p oscillator, is converted into a 2-wire analogic 4÷20mA signal..
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P-AK - Technical data

2. Technical data

2.1 Applications

The P-AK serie transmitter are suitable for applications in liquids,gases and steam.

2.2 Measuring range

There are different measured ranges, related to the sensor type:
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2.3 Outout signal

4÷20mA  analogic signal, 2-wire HART. Both output signals can be linear, pressure/level, square root and Venturi flumes

flow types.

2.4 Power supply

Standard 24Vdc, 13÷45Vdc, according to load characteristis chart (fig. 2-1)

2.5 Load resistance

The maximum load resistance of the output signal is related to the power supplied (fig 2-1) and is expressed by the

following formula:

                                                   RL = ( Vs - 12V ) / 23mA
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2.6 Display

Field Display for 0÷100% or with pressure units like bar, mbar, PSI, mmH
2
O, mH

2
O, mmHg, Pa, kPa, MPa, cm, m.

A bargrapg can show the output percentage.

2.7 Zero and Span calibration

Local adjustment with 3 keys on the display module or with HART communicator. (Par.3 Calibration)

2.8 Failure alarm

A self-diagnostic program detects a problem when the output signal is higher than 20,8 mA or lower than 3.8 mA.

Both values are configurable by the user through the on-board push buttons or by HART communicator (if available).

2.9   Start-up time

 2s.max.

2.10 Damping (DAMP)

0-65.000s electronic damping, adjustable by 0.1s interval.

2.11   Temperature compensation

The P-AK is internally compensated to avoid termic drifts.

2.12  D/A converter

The D/A converter changes the digital signal produced by the microprocessor into an analogic signal 4÷20mA.

2.13 HART Digital communication

The P-AK transmitters can be configured by HART protocol, which employs the industrial standards and technology.

The digital signal (1200÷2200Hz), used as carrier, allows the digital communication without interferring with the output

analogic signal 4÷20mA.

P-AK - Technical data

Fig.2-1

analogic output percent        engineering measure unit

barrgraph

 RL= max load   Vs= power supply voltage
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P-AK - Technical data - Calibration

2.14 Temperature ranges:

1. Normal working conditions:  -20∞C ÷ 70∞C
2. Membrane:  -20∞C ÷ 80∞C
3. Storage temperature:  -20°C ÷ 80∞C

2.15 Humidity: 0~98%RH

2.16 Materials (contacting the measured medium):

Process connection: AISI 316L                        Sealing parts: Fluororubber (VITON)

AISI 321 Nitril rubber

Hastelloy C Polyvinil-4F (PTFE-Teflon)

Full-welded

2.17 Electrical connections:

Gland:  Internal screw connectors, M20x1,5

The pressure transmitter are calibrated by the producer. If the user needs to change the parameters he can refer to

the following instructions to set: measuring range, damping, 4÷20mA calibration. Without on-board display is it

possible to set just zero and span calibration.

3.1 Zero and span calibration

3.1.1 Digit-buttons definition

        Zero (Z), Span (S), Function (M).

3.1.2 Zero and span calibration by digit-buttons

-Buttons unlocking: press (Z) and (S) at the same time for 5s or more (display shows: OPEN).

-Zero calibration: apply zero pressure on the transmitter, press (Z) for 2s. till the current output is 4.0000mA.

          Zero calibration is finished (display shows: LSET)

-Span calibration: apply span pressure on the transmitter, press (S) for 2s till the current output is 20.000mA.

          Span calibration is finished (display shows: HSET).

-PV value reset: put the transmitter in the atmospheric pressure and, after the buttons unlocking (see point 1),

 press again (Z) and (S) at the same time for 2s or more.The PV value is set to be 0 (display shows PV=0).

         Attention: The PV value will not be setted if the wrap between the PV current value and the 0 value is less

          than 50%(display shows: PVER)

-The transmitter goes back to measurement mode if there is no button pressed for more than 2s.

3.1.3  Default data recovery

        Press (Z) and power the transmitter, continue pressing (Z) for more than 5s. If the display shows OK, the

       transmitter default data configured by the producer have been recovered. If the display shows FALL, the

       transmitter data have not been backup and cannot be recovered.

3 - Calibration
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P-AK - Calibration

3.1  Calibration Flow Chart

Attention: the trasnsmitter goes back  to measurement mode (without saving data) if there is no button pressed for

more than 2s.
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P-AK - HHT275

 4. HHT275 programming menu structure - HART

4.1 - HHT275

The HHT275, registered as DD (Device Description) by the “HART Foundation Association”, is an universal HART

configuration system for smart instruments ( pressure and temperature transmitters, flowmeters and others). The HHT275

reads the DD messages of the transmitter, looks for the corresponding data into its data base and send them to the

transmitter.

The P-AK DD is Generic:T1. The user can purchase an HHT with Generic:T1, or can contact our offices for loading in

DD.

4.2 - Programming menu structure HART

The following diagram shows the structure of the menu tree:
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P-AK - Installation

 5. Installation

5.1 Installation Flow chart

5.2 Electrical connections and HART Hand Held connection
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5.3  Installation solution

P-AK - Installation

5.4  Basic requirements for installation and operation

The transmitter can be mounted directly on the measuring point (any angle).

The trasmitter should be installed in a place where the temperature gradient is very small. Strong vibration and

shock should be avoided.

In case of outdoor mounting, protect the transmitter from sunlight and from rain in order to guarantee its stability and

to extend its life.

In case of measurement in high temperature medium or steam, keep the medium temperature according to the

transmitter temperature range. If necessary mount a cooler.

During the installation mount a pressure cut-off valve between the transmitter and the medium, in order to make the

checking procedures easier and mount a pressure buffer in order to prevent pressure fluctuations, which could

influence the measurement accuracy.

With bracket for pipe mounting With bracket for panel/wall mounting

                  Direct pipe insertion
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P-AK - Outline dimensions

 6. Outline dimensions

Version “C0”

Ceramic sensor

Version “A”

Silicon sensor

Version “C1”

 Metal ceramic sensor

P-AK - Trouble shooting

 7. Trouble shooting

The procedures described below will help you to find the malfunction of the transmitter, and allow you to make

decision if it is necessary to disconnect the parts. This information is intended to help you diagnose and repair

problems related to three primary malfunction symptoms. Under each symptom, checking procedures are listed for

conditions that could be causing the malfunction. To trouble shoot, select the symptom most closely resembling your

unit’s malfunction and use the information in this manual. Please contact our Customer Service Center if the failure

cannot be fixed.

7.1 - High Output

The causes and possible solutions are:

1) Check for restrictions at primary element ( e.g. the orifice )

2) Connecting pipe:

a) Check for leaks or blockage

b) Check that blocking valves are fully opened

c) Check for entrapped gas in liquid lines and for liquid in dry lines

d) Check for sediment in transmitter process flanges

e) Check that density of liquid in impulse lines is unchanged

3) Transmitter Electrics connection:

a) Make sure the connection points  are clean and check the sensor connections

b) Check the power source voltage is in 12÷45Vdc
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    4) Transmitter’s Electrical Failure:

a) Access to “Self Test” mode with the communicator to make sure if the electrical circuit fails

b) Replace the faulty electronic elements

5) Sensing Module:

a) Refer to “Sensing Module“ described in this section

     6)  Power Source:

a) Check the voltage of the power source whether is correct or not.

7.2 - Low Output or No Output

Possible cause and solutions:

1) Primary element:

a) Check installation and condition of primary element

b) Check any changes in process fluid properties which may affect output

2) Loop Wiring:

a) Check for adeguate voltage to transmitter

b) Check for short and multiple grounds

c) Check polarity of connections

d) Access “Loop Test” mode with the communicator to check out if the loop resistance meets the demand

! CAUTION !

Voltage must never be over 45 V while checking the loop.

      3)  Connecting pipe:

a) Check that pressure connection is correct

b) Check for leaks or blockage

c) Check for entrapped gas in liquid lines

d) Check for sediment in transmitter process flange

e) Check that blocking valves are fully open and that bypass valves are tightly closed

f) Check that density of fluid in impulse lines is unchanged

4) Transmitter Electrics Connections:

a) Check for shorts in sensor leads

b) Make sure post connections are clean and check the sensor connections

c) Check for the torque of the bolts in the limitation

5) Transmitter’s Electrical Failure:

a) Access to “Self Test” mode with the communicator to make sure if the electrical circuit fails

b) Replace the faulty electronic elements

6) Sensing Module:

a) Refer to “Sensing Module“ described in this section

P-AK - Trouble shooting
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7.3 - Unstable Output

Possible causes and solutions:

1) Loop Wiring:

a) Is there intermittent circuit short, opening and multipoint grounding?

b) Check for the voltage of the power source

2) The medium fluctuation:

a) Adjust the damping potential meter

3) Connecting pipe:

a) Check for entrapped gas in liquid lines and for liquid in dry lines

4) Transmitter Electrics Connections:

a) Check for intermittent circuit shorts or open circuit

b) Make sure post connectors are clean and check the grounding of the sensing module

5) Transmitter Electrics Failure:

a) Access to “Self Test” mode with the communicator to make sure if the electrical circuit fails

b) Replace faulty electronic elements

7.4- Transmitter communication failure

Possible causes and solutions:

1) Abnormal Power Source

Check the voltage of the power source if it meets the demand

2) Load Resistance

Check the load resistance if it meets the demand, referring to the Load Character in Figure 2-1. The minimum

load is 25ohm

3) Electrical Circuit malfunction

Replace the failed electronic elements

P-AK - Trouble shooting



documentazione soggetta a variazioni tecniche senza preavviso

P-AK - Warranty

P-AK - Factory Test Certificate

Products supplied by SGM LEKTRA are guaranteed for a period of 12 (twelve) months from delivery date

according to the conditions specified in our sale conditions document. SGM LEKTRA can choose to repair

or replace the Product. If the Product is repaired it will mantein the original term of guarantee, whereas if

the Product is replaced it will have 12 (twelve) months of guarantee. The warranty will be null if the Client

modifies, repair or uses  the Products for other purposes than the normal conditions foreseen by instruc-

tions or Contract. In no circumstances shall SGM LEKTRA be liable for direct, indirect or consequiential or

other loss or damage whether caused by negligence on the part of the company or its employees or other-

wise howsoever arising out of defective goods.

n conformity to the company and ceck procedure I certify that the equipment:

P-AK....................                 part nb.   ......................

is conform to the technical requirements on Technical Data and it is made in conformity to the SGM-LEKTRA proce-

dure

Quality Control Manager: .................................

Production and check date: .................................

SGM LEKTRA s.r.l.

Via Papa Giovanni XXIII, 49

20090 Rodano (Milano)

tel. ++39 0295328257 r.a.

fax ++39 0295328321
e-mail: info@sgm-lektra.com
web: www.sgm-lektra.com


